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As a mid-sized financial services organization, we can increase the efficiency of our Web 

developers by investing in WordPress to complement our traditional web based technologies. A 

WordPress investment would result in a decrease in the number of Web developers because its 

content management system (CMS) would eliminate most coders, graphic designers, and 

webmasters. Within three years of implementing WordPress we would see a net benefit of 

$2,451,000 through fewer but more efficient Web developers. 

WordPress is a free publishing platform with a powerful CMS that can be used to run our 

website. A CMS is a web program designed to make it easy for non-technical users to publish, 

modify, and manage a website. This means that we will not need developers dedicated to coding 

as WordPress’ CMS allows anybody to easily publish content. We can maximize our search 

engine optimization (SEO) by using WordPress, because their websites rank higher on Google’s 

search results. A higher rank in Google’s search results means greater web traffic as sites 

featured on the first page are more likely to be clicked. “WordPress is a great choice,” states 

Matt Cutts, head of webspam at Google, when talking about websites for better SEO. 

An investment in WordPress translates into an 80% improvement in efficiency for our 

WordPress Web developers. Based on my research, 75% of the Web development can be moved 

to WordPress so we would split the teams in the same fashion. With an 80% improvement in 

efficiency from our WordPress developers, we can cut them down to two resulting in a total of 

five developers for our team. This totals to savings of $2,625,000, which dwarfs the $174,000 

cost of purchasing the hardware and software for WordPress and the training for the developers. 

This investment would decrease our cost by $2,451,000 and allows us to spend more time on the 

content of our website and less time having our developers build our website. 
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